26/10/2020 Hand of the Week 37: Halifax vs Aachen 2: Rise of the machines
Following our successful match against our twin town of Aachen over the summer, we challenged
them to an ‘Autumn International’ last weekend. We had a very good turnout of 16 tables. Similar to
the last match, honours with split with Aachen pair Christian & Lilly Hiemenz winning NS, and Halifax
pair Roger Stock & Julia Staniforth being the highest scoring human pair EW. The highest score of the
evening was a very impressive 76% but the BBO Robots- I have heard that lots of jobs will be taken
by machines in the future, hopefully they won’t take our leisure pursuits as well!
Board 9 proved to be interesting. Partner opens 1:

After a straightforward 2 my partner jumped to 4! I felt this must be a very strong hand to bypass
3NT- so we should be looking for slam in clubs. Options are to cue bid controls or go straight to
Blackwood. Cue bidding might help in this situation as if partner shows no control in spades you can
safely finish in 5. As it was we don’t play cue bids, so after a Blackwood enquiry showed 3 key
cards we ended in 6.

This proved to be most unfortunate as the trumps break 4-0 club. This could be catered for in North,
but sitting with South the contract is one off.
I am not sure about the raise to 4. We were unlucky to miss the slam, but in a lot of cases 3NT
would score better. If not playing Jacoby then some West bid 2NT showing 10-12, East then bids 3

to show the 5 card suit and West converts to 3NT. Other Easts bid 3 after partners 2, which
should be taken as game going and gives partner the option to bid 3NT.
Ten pairs ended up in 3NT, but the card play is tricky and EW scored anything from +1 to -3. NS can
establish heart tricks on the lead, but will then get squeezed when the clubs are played out, and will
either have to throw winning hearts or lose their entry, so the contract should make.
Board 15 had a wide variety of results:

At our table, South opened a 5 card major and North made a ‘system bid’ weak jump to 3. My
partner doubled and I was obliged to take out, choosing spades, as I didn’t fancy going to the 4 level
with such a poor club suit.
Following a heart lead, I lead J from table which was ducked, then a second spade to the A. South
doesn’t really have any options at this point, if they continue hearts I can get 2 ruffs. A spade lead
would reveal the 3-3 split allowing me to establish clubs. A club switch establishes the suit. As it
happened South lead a small diamond which was ducked to table, I could then safely take a 3rd
rounds of spades and use the club entries to finesse the diamonds again and drop the suit.
Everything is in the right place and all the suits split allowing me to make 11 tricks for 200, and 70%
for EW.
Playing ACOL some South’s opened 1NT, I think this is the bid I would make as the heart suit does
not look good for a rebid- this gets passed out in most cases. The robots scored well on this board as
they find the optimum defence- after a heart lead East switches to J. This establishes 3 spade
tricks. NS can take their hearts but lose everything else for -2.
At other tables, after an ACOL 1 open, North bids 2 and after Easts doubles, West then takes out
to 3 in most cases. This also makes +2 but only scores 150.
Five NS pairs competed to 3 and got left in- declarer then finds that all the finesses fail and can
only make 7 tricks.
Our next international is Monday November 9th and is a rematch against Halifax Nova Scotia.

